NORTHERN VIRGINIA BRANCH

invites you to a

Burns
Night
Celebration
With music by

Becky Ross (fiddle) and Melissa Running (piano)

Wednesday, January 23, 2019, 7:30 PM
Durant Center: 1605 Cameron Street, Alexandria VA
Free to those who have paid spring tuition in Northern Virginia.
Other dancers, $8. Spectators are free!

Program
Circassian Circle 32R (ceilidh dance)
Espie Mcnabb (J8x32) 3C MMM 1
Round Reel of Eight (R88) Square
RSCDS Book 27
Green Grow the Rashes (S8x32) 3C
RSCDS Book 12

Welcome to Ayr (J8x32) 3C RSCDS
Book 47
Red House (R8x40) 2C RSCDS Book 7
My Only Jo and Dearie, O (S8x32) 3C
RSCDS Book 21
The Mason's Apron (R8x32) 3C Border
Book

Dancing will be followed by traditional toasts and the Burns’ “Immortal
Memory.” Refreshments will be provided, no need to bring anything!
Videos and diagrams online at http://my.strathspey.org/dd/list/20146/

--Turn over for cheat sheet

CIRCASSIAN CIRCLE (R32) Ceilidh
Couples form a large circle, men with partners on
their left
1-4 All join hands in the circle and advance four
walking steps and retire four walking steps
5-8 Repeat bars 1-4
9-12 Release hands, women advance four steps,
clap, and retire four steps
13-16 Men advance four steps, clap, pull back right
shoulder to turn and face new lady on his left
17-20 All set twice to new partner
21-24 All give RH to turn to finish in promenade hold,
men with partners on their right
25-32 Promenade for 16 walking steps. All finish in
large circle, men with partners on their right.
ESPIE MCNABB (J8x32) 3C (4C set) MMM 1
1- 8 1s+2s+3s set, cross RH, set and cross back RH
9-16 1s lead down the middle and back to place
17-24 1s set, cast 1 place and turn RH (long turn)
25-32 2s+1s+3s circle 6H round and back
ROUND REEL OF EIGHT (R88) Sq.Set RSCDS
Book 27
1-16 All Ladies cast and dance clockwise round
outside of set back to place, Men repeat Fig but cast
and dance anticlockwise round set
17-32 All dance Grand Chain ½ way and set to
partner, continue Chain back to place and set to
partner
33-40 1s+3s change places 1s dance between 3s,
repeat Fig back to places 3s dance between 1s and
1s+3s turn RH into Allemande hold
41-48 1s+3s dance round inside of set anticlockwise
in Allemande hold
49-64 2s+4s repeat Fig bars 33-48
65-88 1s+3s dance ½ R&L, 2s+4s dance ½ R&L,
repeat back to places, all circle 8H round and back
GREEN GROW THE RASHES (S8x32) 3C (4C set)
RSCDS Book 12
1- 8 1s dance parallel RSh reels of 3 on own sides
9-16 1s set, turn 2H, 1s facing 2s on sides set and
turn 2s with 2H 1½ times
17-24 1M+3s circle 3H round to L end 3s on opposite
sides and 1M casts to 2nd place, 1L+3s circle 3H
round to right and end 3s own sides and 1L casts to
2nd place
25-32 1s set dance up to top, cast to 2nd place and
turn 2H

WELCOME TO AYR (J8x32) 3C (4C set) RSCDS
Book 47
1- 8 1s+2s dance double Fig of 8 (1s cross down to
start)
9-16 1s turn 2s on sides (Men RH, Ladies LH) and 1s
dance down to turn 3s on sides (Men RH, Ladies LH)
and 1s end facing 1st corners
17-24 1s dance ½ reel of 4 with corners and pass
RSh to face 2nd corner, 1s dance ½ reel of 4 with
corners and 1s end in middle LSh to LSh facing own
sides
25-32 1M+3s (at top) also 1L+2s dance RH across
(1s end in 2nd place opposite sides), all chase
clockwise ½ way to own sides
RED HOUSE (R8x40) 2C (4C set) RSCDS Book 7
1- 8 1s Set and cast 1 place, Set and cast back to
original places
9-16 1M (followed by partner) casts 1 place, dances
up between 2s and casts down behind 2L, crosses
over and both end in 2nd place own side
17-24 1L (followed by partner) casts up to top,
dances down between 2s and casts up behind 2M
and crosses over and both end in original places
25-32 1s reel with 2M on Men's side (1M and 2M
pass LSh and 1L dances to 2nd place on Men's side
to pass partner RSh (1L ends in own place and 1M in
2nd place)
33-40 1s reel with 2L on Ladies' side (1L and 2L pass
RSh and 1M dances to 2nd place on Ladies' side to
pass partner LSh (1s end in 2nd place own side)
MY ONLY JO AND DEARIE, O (S8x32) 3C (4C set)
RSCDS Book 21
1- 8 1L followed by 2L+3L dance across, cast down
behind Men and dance up own side to places
9-16 Men repeat above Fig (Bars 1- 8)
17-24 1s+2s Promenade

25-32 1s+3s dance Diamond Poussette 1s
ending in 2nd place (2s step up 25-26)
THE MASON'S APRON (R8x32) 3C (4C set)
Border Book
1- 8 1s turn RH, cast to 2nd place, cross RH, 1s
cast round 1st corner to form lines of 3 across
with 2s/3s
9-16 1s set and turn RH to opposite sides
between 2s+3s, set and turn RH to face 1st
corners
17-24 1s set and turn 1st corners 2H, set and
turn 2nd corners 2H
25-32 1s dance reels of 3 on opposite sides
giving LSh to 1st corners and cross to own sides

